Snowy Range Academy
3rd Grade Supply List
2020-2021

**Label the following with child’s name:**
1. regular-sized school box (please do not get the extra large size)
2. white erasers (Staedtler or Pental Hi-Polymer brand)
3. skinny black *Expo* dry erase markers- **Fine-point, Black**
4. box of 24 count crayons
5. set of 24 count colored pencils
6. small pencil sharpener
7. pair of scissors
8. two-pack of glue sticks
9. ruler with inch and centimeter markings (a ruler that can be easily read)
10. spiral notebook – wide ruled
11. Composition Notebook – any color
12. folder – any kind - (take home folder for notes/papers to go home)
13. box of 24 count crayons
14. set of 24 count colored pencils
15. small pencil sharpener
16. pair of scissors
17. two-pack of glue sticks
18. ruler with inch and centimeter markings (a ruler that can be easily read)
19. spiral notebook – wide ruled
20. Composition Notebook – any color
21. folder – any kind - (take home folder for notes/papers to go home)
22. 2 pocket folders: 1 red, 1 yellow, 1 blue, 1 green, 1 orange, 1 purple
23. set of headphones for Technology
24. well-fitting facemasks
25. small pack of yellow highlighters (2 or 3 is plenty)

**Items for the classroom (these do not need to be labeled)**
1. ream white copy paper
2. packages of school appropriate stickers (any type)

**To be purchased from SRA**
1. SRA student whiteboard (All students will be asked to purchase a new whiteboard to continue with them through upper elementary grade levels).
2. Student planner ($5 to purchase at SRA on Back to School Night or first day of school)
3. Set of phonogram cards to be kept at home (If student is new to SRA).

* Some of the items on this list are consumable. You may need to replace them as the year progresses.

* Please do not provide cap erasers or mechanical pencils.

* Pencils are not on this list due to the abundance we received last year.

☺ I look forward to seeing you!